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Abstract 
 

Microarray technologies allow examining expression levels for thousands of genes under various 

experimental conditions. It has provided a new way of biological classification on a genome-

wide scale. The predictive accuracy is affected by the presence of thousands of noisy or useless 

genes from the classification point of view. The Key issue of data classification is to identify the 

smallest possible set of genes that can achieve good predictive accuracy. We applied the 

Stochastic Multiple Markov Blanket (SMMB) algorithm, which combines both stochastic 

ensemble strategy inspired by random forests and Bayesian Markov Blanket-based methods. The 

different classifiers used in this research are K-nearest Neighbour (KNN), Support Vector 

Machine (SVM), and Naïve Bayes (NB), on cancer microarray datasets:  Cell Lymphomas, 

Prostate Cancer, Leukemia Cancer, Brain Tumor, and Lung Cancer. The algorithm was runs 

times on the described datasets to find a subset of genes having statistically meaningful 

conclusions. The five cancer microarray datasets used for the experiments and algorithms were 

implemented in R Studio.  We compared SMMB with Hiton algorithms using both simulated and 

real datasets.  

 

Keywords: Feature Selection, Microarray Data, Markov Blankets, Wrapper Methods, HITON, 

Stochastics Markov blanket, Fitness Function, Cancer Classification, Support Vector Machine, 

K-Nearest Neighbour, Bayesian Network, Naïve Bayes, Ensemble modelling Gene Selection. 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

 

1 Background 
 

One of the fundamental cognitive orientations of our society is the belief that an environment 

contains interactive additives that may be organized in keeping with their biochemical 

complexity. The human, as an example, exists as a culture that is a part of a much larger 

environment. It is an aggregate of genetic and environmental elements [1]. A person inherits a 

complete set of genes from each parent and also a vast array of cultural and socioeconomic traits 

from their family. Although there are many viable causes of a specific disease, biological 

inheritance is often one of the most influential risk factors for some of the complex but common 

diseases, i.e. cancer, cardiovascular disease (CVD), diabetes, autoimmune disorders and others. 

The study of human DNA or genes helps to find out which genes and other environmental 

factors contribute to diseases [2]. Gene-based research is carrying the hope to find out the causes 

of diseases, which if we find out, can lead us to detect and later treat diseases in the best way and 

hopefully even prevent the disease from happening[3]. 

1.1 Biological research and bioinformatics  
 

Biological research is the most fundamental research to understand the mechanism of a living 

system. The researchers in bioscience have been involved in the sequencing of humans and other 

living organisms to find various uncovered facts of an existing system (Zvelebil & Baum, 2007). 

An interest in understanding ourselves lead the research and scientific study of inherited 
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variation, the "Genetics." The heredity had been observed since long; Gregor Mendel was the 

first to study genetics scientifically by manually collecting data [4]. However, unlike Mendel and 

his successors, the methods for collecting data and observations are now changed. Now those 

collections and observations are done by automated digital instruments. The instruments include 

the DNA sequencing gadgets, high-resolution virtual microscopy, mass spectrometry, magnetic 

resonance imagery, which provide large quantities of biological data. Though with the help of 

the state of art instruments, a sophisticated, better and large quantity of biological data is 

provided, however they do not by themselves make any meaningful interpretation of them. The 

advancements in Computers, Internet, analytical/simulation and interface software and 

combining biology, computer science, information engineering, mathematics and statistics are 

rapidly and dramatically changing the scenarios of research projects to analyze and interpret 

biological data [5]. 

Bioinformatics is the application of biological information and interpreting biological data using 

information technology. It is not merely an application to the laboratory of computer science; it 

is a full-fledged branch of biology. Many bioinformaticians are also working on the development 

of biological tools to solve problems in classical computing. Current bioinformatics focuses 

mainly on the study of DNA sequences and the folding of proteins, especially at the molecular 

level. 

There is lots of research in proving the concepts, and there is extensive research to point out how 

every complication and functionality is interrelated to the human genome and DNA.  

The benefit of a study in human genetic variation is the finding and explanation of the genetic 

contribution to many human diseases such as cancer, heart disease, and diabetes [6]. 
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The genes, made up of Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA), is a unit which carries a physical and 

functional unit of heredity. Not every but some genes act as instructions to make proteins. Genes, 

as made up of DNA, varies in size. To understand and detect the expression of few or thousands 

of genes at the same time, a laboratory tool, "the microarray," was developed. It is an evolution 

of Southern Blotting technology after Augenlicht and his colleagues proposed in 1980 after 

spotting 4000 cDNA sequence on cellulose membrane and found differences in gene expression 

patterns among different types of colon tumors in various stages of malignancy ([7]). 

 

1.2 Gene expression and microarray technology 
 

The microarray is based on DNA and can measure millions of genes simultaneously and in a 

single experiment (Stekel, 2003). The DNA microarrays are microscope slides printed at 

specified positions with thousands of tiny spots, each spot having a selected DNA sequence or 

gene, often noted as gene chips or DNA chips [8]. The DNA molecules attached to every slide 

function as a probe to detect gene expression also called the transcriptome or messenger RNA 

(mRNA). Not only for few genes, but the microarray also permits entire genomes to be analyzed 

at the same time. The messenger RNA (mRNA) is a single-stranded RNA molecule 

complementing at least one of a gene's DNA strands and also a gene version of RNA that leaves 

the nucleus of the cell and moves to the cytoplasm where they contain proteins. mRNA is also 

known as the intermediate single-stranded molecule that passes genetic information from DNA 

in the nucleus to the cytoplasm [9]. 
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1.3 Data Mining microarray data 
 

The data can be of any form, symbolic or continuous or spatial or not any of it. When the larger 

quantity of data is accumulated, it requires an efficient algorithm to extract the required data and 

offers an acceptable method to reply to numerous requests [10]. The data analysis techniques 

have got greater importance in the field of bioinformatics for the extraction of gene expression 

data from DNA chips [11].  

There are different algorithms for different situations and data forms. The algorithm that works 

well for astronomical and space research cannot work for the extraction of gene/protein data, 

which in turn will be different from any others. The techniques involved have different operating 

parameters and their associated advantages and disadvantages like they may differ in terms of 

structure, some require pretreatment and others may have different conditions (Velez Rueda et 

al., 2019).  

Advancement in microarray technology enables enormous analogous mining of biological data. 

These 'genome chips' provide hybridization-based expression monitoring, polymorphism 

detection, and genotyping on a genomic scale. Microarrays containing sequences may soon allow 

the expression analysis of the complete human genome in a specific reaction. The unique access 

to these 'genome chips' can provide information on human health with disease prognosis and 

diagnosis, drug discovery, toxicology, ageing, and mental illness. Microarray technology is 

swiftly becoming a central platform for functional genomics. 

Raw microarray data are symbolic or in image form, which must be transformed into gene 

expression matrices where a row represents genes' expression patterns, and the columns 

represent samples or experimental settings. The cell characterizes the particular gene is measured 
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expression level in a sample. The annotation will be added either to the gene or to the sample 

after getting that gene expression data. Here, the Genome annotation is the process of sequence 

attachment of biological information, recognizing Genome sections which don't code for 

proteins. 

 

1.4 Gene expression analysis and machine learning 
 

Gene expression levels are measured and analyzed using DNA microarrays, and it allows 

measuring thousands of mRNA sites at once. The expression analysis is directed to detect and 

quantify messenger mRNA levels of a particular gene, using various strategies, i.e. using 

microarrays, tag sequencing, serial, massively parallel signature sequencing (MPSS) etc. (San 

Segundo-Val & Sanz-Lozano, 2016a). The DNA microarray technology, though, is not without 

caveats. One of the significant difficulties in translating high throughput gene expression 

experiments comes from the noisy nature of the data. The Disadvantages of those strategies is 

that these are remarkably noisy and invite a biological measurement bias. They were considering 

the high volume of data in gene expression studies. The main research area involves the 

development of statistical tools to separate data from noise (Libralon et al., 2009). 

Machine learning makes computers "learn" and find patterns in data; it is a branch of artificial 

intelligence which uses a set of algorithms to build analytical models. It is useful for creating 

new applications and predict outcomes more accurately without being unambiguously 

programmed machine learning can modify algorithms and subsequently do the same task more 

efficiently. In general, to improve the performance of learning algorithms in a supervised 

learning machine, the selection of feature subset plays a significant role in defining the perfect 
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model. Feature subset selection techniques improve the performance measure of learning 

classification algorithms, and it also helps reduce noisy or irrelevant genes before applying the 

classification algorithms.  

There are many approaches from the statistics and machine learning fields applied to high-

dimensional data genomic analysis; some are hierarchical clustering (Eisen et al., 1998). 

Principal component analysis (Raychaudhuri & Gross, 2000), Neural networks (Khan et al., 

2001), and Bayesian networks (Friedman et al., 2000; Hartemink et al., 2001; Hwang et al., 

2001).  

In data analysis, it is most important to adopt the appropriate methods for the analysis. Gene 

expression analysis data shows that many genes show a similarity in their expression profiles 

(San Segundo-Val & Sanz-Lozano, 2016b).  

The predictive accuracy influenced by the presence of thousands of genes, from a classification 

point of view, many of which are unwarranted. The critical issue of microarray data 

classification is to detect the smallest possible set of genes that give good predictive accuracy 

(Zhu et al., 2007). 

 

 

1.5 Objectives 

The data-mining activities can be sectionalized in two categories; one is descriptive data mining 

another is predictive data mining. Descriptive data mining produces new, nontrivial information 
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based on the available data set and where it produces the model of the system described by the 

given data set. The goal of predictive data mining, on the predictive end of the spectrum, is to 

produce a model, expressed as an executable code, which can be used to perform classification, 

prediction, estimation, or other similar tasks (Kantardzic, 2011). 

Microarray technologies allow examining expression levels for thousands of genes under various 

experimental conditions. It has provided a new way of biological classification on a genome-

wide scale. The predictive accuracy is affected by the presence of thousands of noisy or useless 

genes from the classification point of view. The Key issue of data classification is to identify the 

smallest possible set of genes that can achieve good predictive accuracy. 

The objectives of this thesis are as follows: 

1. To study Stochastic Multiple Markov Blanket (SMMB) algorithm and determine the 

efficacy of the algorithm in feature selection and dimensionality reduction. 

2. To compare Stochastic Multiple Markov Blanket (SMMB) algorithm with a well-known 

algorithm of Markov Blanket algorithm called HITON for efficiency and accuracy in 

predicting gene expressions of microarray datasets by feature selection and 

dimensionality reduction. 

3. To test and compare the performance of various classifiers with Stochastic Multiple 

Markov Blanket (SMMB) algorithm for predicting gene expression of microarray 

datasets. 

 

1.6 Methodology 
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The purpose of this study was to develop a method of classifying cancers to specific diagnostic 

categories based on their gene expression using enhanced Markov Blanket Algorithm. The main 

objective of this research is to increase the prediction accuracy by the enhanced Markov Blanket 

algorithm for feature selection on cancer microarray datasets. Five cancer microarray datasets 

were used for the experiments: Cell Lymphomas, Prostate, Leukemia, Brain Tumor, and Colon 

Cancer. 

We proposed a Stochastic Multiple Markov Blanket algorithm (SMMB), which combines both 

stochastic ensemble strategy inspired by random forests and Bayesian Markov Blanket-based 

methods. We use the SMMB algorithm for better prediction accuracy with five different 

classifiers. The five different classifiers used in this research are K-nearest Neighbor (KNN), 

Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Naïve Bayes (NB), ensemble. The algorithms were 

implemented in R Studio. 

This thesis is organized as follows:  

In Chapter 2, we present the literature review, including previous research on microarray 

classification algorithms and feature subset selection methods. 

In Chapter 3, we focus on the feature selection method (Stochastics Multiple Markov blankets) 

and classification technique in detail, also Bayesian Network approach GWAS (Genome-wide 

association study) and Markov Blanket model.  

In Chapter 4, we discuss result and performance. 

In Chapter 5, we show the conclusion and future work. 
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The references will accompany at the end of this thesis.   
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Chapter 2  

Literature Survey 
 

Microarray technologies make available and enable the production of a significant amount of 

high-dimensional data. It also provides a new way of biological classification on a genome-wide 

scale. The availability of high-volume data, there is the existence of thousands of chromosomes, 

many of which in classification terms are redundant and affect the predictive accuracy. The 

measure challenge in microarray data classification is to identify the smallest possible set of 

genes that can achieve the best predictive accuracy.  

 Machine learning focuses on the analytical model building; it accesses data and uses it to learn 

from the results, identify trends and make minimal decisions or no human interference. In order 

to use machine learning methods efficiently, preprocessing of the data is crucial; data sets may 

include the significant number of irrelevant and redundant features, noisy data, and high 

dimensionality in terms of features or samples, which also affect the speed and accuracy of most 

learning algorithms.   

  The analysis enables the most significant genes for a target disease and gene group with related 

patterns to be identified under different kinds of experimental circumstances. Feature selection, 

also known as gene selection in the context of microarray data analysis, addresses the said 

problems by eliminating the irrelevant and unwanted data. Classification or clustering algorithms 

are the most common approach used in methods of Data mining. 

As Grossman and Domingos suggest that there are different types of classification methods are 

used in data mining, which are used to accurately calculate the value of each class variable and 

classifying data by using classification techniques. The Bayes, functions, rules, trees etc. are 

some of the examples [12]. Where some of the Scholar suggests that the classification process 
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can be divided into two steps, first is to build the model from the training set, whether the data 

value is assigned and later verified the model's accuracy [13].  

Clustering is a useful exploratory method for data on gene expression as it gathers similar gene 

together, which help to point the vital gene connections. The genes from a cluster typically 

perform related functions and are often co-regulated. It can be a cluster to understand the 

functions of genes for which information has not been in advance. The clustering is also useful to 

recognize the group of redundant genes, which will help to select a single representative to 

reduce dimensionality for each group [14]. 

The purpose of this study is to develop and increase the prediction accuracy by the enhanced 

Markov Blanket algorithm for feature selection. We are using the Stochastic Multiple Markov 

Blanket algorithm, which combines both stochastic ensemble strategy inspired by random forests 

and Bayesian Markov blanket-based methods. 

Feature selection is one of the most common but essential techniques in data preprocessing. 

Feature selection has become an essential part of machine learning. Feature selection methods 

have been developed and proposed by different scholars. It is not very easy to compare each of 

them. The effectiveness of the feature selection methods could not be predicted without knowing 

the relevant features in advance of the original data set. Though there are many performance 

measures are proposed, such as accuracy, computer resources, a ratio of feature selection, etc., 

the performance of the learning method is a decisive factor for the performance of the feature 

selection method.  

A Common agreement on a suitable feature selection method is to pick an appropriate set of 

variables by reducing irrelevant data from the data set. The Feature selection algorithms 
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categorically come into two categories, feature ranking and subset selection. Several scholarly 

attempts made, and various feature selection approaches had been suggested [15]. 

 That scholarly literature introduces many concepts and algorithms of feature selection, Blum, 

Dash and Liu have produced the extensive surveys of various feature selection algorithms in 

details [16],[18]. Though there are many feature selection methods introduced by scholarly 

society, the wrapper methods and the filter method are highly sought method so far. Then there is 

another method, which is a hybrid method known as an embedded method. The wrapper methods 

feature is selected using the classifier, where a filter method finds predictive subsets of features 

that are independent of the classifier used. In a hybrid approach, it combined better of both the 

filter and wrapper methods and implemented by algorithms that have their built-in feature 

selection methods [19]. 

 In the wrapper method, it uses a subset of features and trains a model using them. Its decision 

was taken to add or remove features from the subset, usually, are based on inferences taken from 

the preceding example. It may obtain better performances but needs more significant 

computational resources because model training and cross-validation must be repeated over each 

feature subset, which is infeasible in a large data set of interest [20]. The forward feature 

selection, backward feature elimination, and recursive feature elimination are some famous 

examples of a wrapper method. In the Forward selection, it starts with having no feature in the 

model and each iteration, keep adding the feature which best improves the desired model till an 

adding of a variable does not enhance the performance of the model. In backward elimination, 

though, it starts with all features and eliminates the one with the least feature in every iteration 

until no improvement is observed on the removal of features. In Recursive Feature elimination, 

this feature repeatedly creates models and pick out the good/lousy performing feature on every 
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iteration and make a next model with the left features until all the features spent and then ranks 

the features based on the order of their elimination. 

The wrapper is an "uninformed search", wherein a perfect subset is found by searching randomly 

until all possible subsets are found. The difficulty with choosing a gene subset using a wrapper 

algorithm also tends to be NP-hard, and the search with each iteration tends to be more complex 

and takes hours to complete and as a result, wrapper methods are expensive. 

Though in the Search approach, the Filter method is the same as a wrapper, but for 

preprocessing, generally, the Filter method is utilized. In the filter method, the selection of 

features is independent of any algorithms. However, features selections are based on their scores, 

resulted from various statistical tests for their correlation with the outcome variables [21]. 

Pearson's Correlation, Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) Analysis of variance (ANOVA) Chi-

Square are prominent correlation co-efficient used in the Filter method [22]. Sánchez-Maroño et 

al. [19] found that the filter method works better with a minimum set of features but with an 

increase of features, the results get worsen. They concluded this Result after comparing the 

different kinds of filter methods for feature selection to study the performance of the methods 

regarding the number of features and samples.  

Embedded methods, a hybrid approach that combines the qualities of both filter and wrapper 

methods, more efficient then wrapper has emerged [23]. The better part of Embedded methods is 

that it implemented by algorithms which have their built-in feature selection methods or perform 

variable selection in the process of training and are usually specific to given learning algorithms 

least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) and RIDGE regression which have 

inbuilt penalization functions to reduce overfitting are a simplified example of Embedded 

method. Regularized trees, Memetic algorithms are examples of embedded methods; the CART, 
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which has a built-in mechanism to perform variable selection, is also an excellent example of an 

embedded method [14].  

Though Pearl working on Bayesian network conceptualized the property of Markov blanket 

[24],[25], the "Markov Blanket" was first introduced by Koller and Sahami [26]. According to 

them, the Markov blanket (MB) of a given "target" variable is the theoretically optimal set of 

features to predict that target's value. They also Proposed the KS algorithm based on their 

theoretical model. Based on their findings, Shun Kai-Fu and Michael C. Desmarais [24] claim 

that the information about that Markov Blanket of the given target is enough to determine the 

probability target and that the values of all other variables become redundant. According to them, 

the Markov blanket-based feature selection can be categorized into filters [24]. It is difficult to 

evaluate the Markov blankets accuracy using the specific feature due to the noisy data and 

limited sample size. To overcome with limited sample size and noise in data issues, Tamarindo's 

and Aliferis proposed solutions involving feature selection principles with Markov blankets in 

Bayesian networks [27]. Their solution says that if a Bayesian network can genuinely represent a 

probability distribution, then the class attribute Markov Blanket in the Bayesian network is not 

unique but also provide the solution for selecting features [28]. They proposed a framework for a 

culmination of features representing redundant data.  

Several noteworthy advancements happen in this field to make the learning procedure more 

efficient and effective, including work of Margaritas and Thrum, development of growing/shrink 

(GS) algorithm, GS depends on two underlying assumptions, faithfulness and correct/reliable 

conditional independence Test. It was a first sound algorithm but cannot scale to large scale 

applications. Overcoming these deficiencies in the GS algorithm Tsamardinos and Aliferis [27] 

developed the Incremental Association Markov Blanket (IAMB) algorithm, state of the art, a 
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new form of the GS algorithm. Since its CI tests may be conditioned on the whole MB(T) or 

more extensive set due to its design, IAMB is not more data-efficient. 

Since the last decade of research in human genetics has much of depending upon the genome-

wide case-control association studies, to analyze GWAS data, the use of feature selection 

algorithms is more relevant [29]. Han and his co-workers, after facing difficulty in detecting 

"epistatic" interaction, which occurred from the significant amount of genetic factors and the vast 

number of potential genetic combinations. Looking on an available algorithm, they found that 

the most computational methods are predictor-based methods and not efficient. Based on their 

finding, they developed another variant of IAMB called Detection of Associations using Markov 

Blanket (DASSO-MB) in a GWAS context [30].  

In similar relevancy and a GWAS context, C Neil predicts that the DASSO-MB algorithm is 

prone to miss SNPs interacting in sheer epistasis relation. Furthermore, propose an innovative 

hybrid approach that combines the Markov blanket methods with stochastic and ensemble 

features [29]. 
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Chapter 3  

Materials and Methods 
 

3.1 Dataset 
 

To validate the performance of our gene selection methods, we conducted our experiments on 

different real-world datasets. Those are cancer microarray datasets, namely: Lymphomas, 

Prostate, Leukemia, Brain Tumor, and Lung Cancer. These datasets are used to demonstrate the 

feature selection methods’ optimization power. The datasets consist of small samples with high 

dimensionalities. The Lung cancer diagnosis data set is downloaded from 

“http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov”. The five different microarray datasets used in this research 

are Lymphomas, Prostate, Leukemia, Brain Tumor and Lung cancer data have been presented in 

the gene expression model selector [53] and are described in Table 3.1 

 

We used those data set to demonstrate the feature selection methods' classification capability. 

Table 3.1: Data set 
description 

 

 

 

 

 

Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) usually occur throughout a person's DNA. The most 

frequent type of genetic variation is SNPs among people. It also may help predict the reaction of 

individuals to certain medications, their vulnerability to environmental factors such as toxins and 

the risk of contracting diseases. SNPs also used to track the inheritance of disease genes within 

families.  

The studies which aim to assess relationships between SNPs and diseases are known as Genome-

wide association studies (GWAS). GWAS approach is used in genetics research to associate 

Data set  # samples  # features  #classes  
Colon  62  2000  2  
Brain tumor  50  10367  4  
Leukemia  47  2000  2  
Lymphomas  77  5470  2  
Prostate  102  1500  2  
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specific genetic variations with diseases. However, the primary purpose of GWAS is to identify 

SNPs that are associated with phenotypic traits, typically those associated with a particular 

disease. It always presents a significant challenge to find the actual targets of these risk regions 

and understand how it will drive the development of complex traits. Genome-wide association 

studies (GWAS) are very much useful to find sections of the genome that present risk to disease 

as unlike highly penetrating disorders, most common disease-related alleles are located outside 

recognized protein-coding regions. GWAS study does examine SNPs across the genome, look at 

hundreds or thousands of SNPs at the same time. The method involves scanning the genomes 

from many different people and looking for genetic markers to predict the presence of a disease. 

GWAS data is much useful and helpful for scientists to pinpoint genes that may be responsible 

for a person's risk of developing a specific disease. Especially in cancer, GWAS for SNP 

detection has led to clinically relevant predictions [31]. Though Genome-wide association 

studies (GWAS) have detected more than 100 schizophrenia (SCZ)-associated loci, to illuminate 

disease biology based on these findings is remain a challenge [32]. In the field of machine 

learning, feature selection algorithms are particularly relevant to analyze GWAS data [33].  

 

3.1.1 Prostate cancer 
 

Prostate cancer following lung cancer is the second most common cancer among males and is the 

highest in advanced countries. This cancer is the most important cause of death for males in 

European countries [8]. Due to radiation, the long duration of curative phase effects on patients 

induces urinary instability, sexual dysfunction, and proctitis. The best possible way to fight the 

disease is to prevent disease, one of the ways to prevent disease is to identify people who are 

highly likely to get the disease and help to prevent the disease by decreasing the effective factors 

that cause the disease.  

Due to this fact that prostate cancer mostly occurs in old age, anticipating it for young people is a 

good opportunity to prevent exposed people from contracting the disease by modifying their 

lifestyles. As with many other cancers, prostate cancer, besides genetic and family history, 

depends heavily on people's lifestyle, type of nutrition and occupation. Types of jobs that force 

men to come into contact with harmful things in the workplace, such as chemical materials, 
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heavy metals, and so on, are the major instances that cause men to be exposed to prostate cancer. 

Building predictive models could, therefore, help identify people who are more likely to develop 

cancer and help them avoid this disease by changing the way they work or live. 

As per table 3.1, Prostate Cancer consists of 102 Samples, 1500 Features and 2 Classes which 

will be used by the classifier for the prediction [53].  

3.1.2 Colon Cancer 
 

Many of the most types of cancer are colon cancer following skin, breast, and gastric cancer. 

Fortunately, it is radical and dangerous, but it can be prevented. According to the data available, 

it is distributed evenly between males and females and mostly happens after age 50. It may occur 

sooner in the patients in the congenital, family instances. Evidence and experience that play a 

part in involving the patients with this disease show environmental and hereditary reasons. Three 

ways this cancer shows itself: 

1. Sporadic case: This is the most common form of infection that occurs without any 

congenital or family history basis and usually occurs after age 50 years of this reason, 

digestive, and liver research centres recommend screening tests for the individuals over 

50 years of age. 

2. Congenital and genetic cases: in this case, between 10 and 15 percent of this cancer 

occurs. Since the infection happens in the main family members, it can be avoided for 

other family members, thankfully by training the family members to do the preventive 

activities. Fortunately, by identifying the majority of the genes that cause this disease, 

doctors can detect and prevent this disease early in the family and relative. 

3. Family case: in this case, about 25 percent of the infections. This case occurs in relatives 

in the first, second and third grades. Other relatives are thus at risk of becoming infected. 

Polyps are warts such as organs which grow in the mucosal surface and are normally benign. 

Experience shows that these benign polyps could be formed from these benign polyps in the 

mucosal region, and it takes several years to transform from mild to malignant. This offers an 

ideal opportunity for early detection and preventive surgery by removing the polyps, which will 

protect the patient from having colon cancer. Colon cancer symptoms depend on the area of the 

colon that is affected. The diagnosis of rectal cancer is entirely different from the starting portion 

of the colon. The symptoms are noisier in the left part of the colon as compared to the right part. 
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Faecal occult blood test (FOBT), sigmoidoscopy, colonoscopy, X-ray barium enema, CT scan 

and several other criteria are the examinations that are performed to determine the presence of 

colon cancer. Colonoscopy and genetic testing are used to screen for colon and rectum to 

examine the gene mutation (Gene mutation is permanent DNA sequence modifications that make 

the sequence differ from the ordinary sequence found in most people). 

Colon Cancer consists of 62 Samples, 2000 Features and 2 Classes which is described in table 

3.1 [54].  

 

3.1.3 Leukemia Cancer 
 

Cancer of Leukemia is blood cancer, a bone marrow. The blood cells are produced by the bone 

marrow. Leukemia occurs when the development of blood cells is interrupted. Cancer usually 

has an adverse effect on white blood cells. It’s more likely to occur after age 55, but it's also 

common cancer for people under the age of 15. Leukemia is classified into four groups: chronic, 

acute, myelogenous, and lymphocytic Leukemia. Chronic Leukemia is slower than acute 

Leukemia. Chronic Leukemia produces mature and useful cells, but the immature and useless 

cells are produced very quickly in acute Leukemia, and they get crowded in the blood much 

faster compared with chronic Leukemia. Leukemia affecting the type of blood cell is also used in 

the classification of Leukemia cancer. Cancer affects the bone marrow in lymphocytic Leukemia, 

and it produces lymphocyte that is a white blood cell which works on the immune system. The 

changes in the marrow in myelogenous Leukemia cause the formation of red blood cells, other 

white blood cells, and platelets. Acute or chronic Leukemia combination with the type of blood 

cell being formed results in four types of Leukemia called ALL (Acute Lymphocytic Leukemia), 

CLL (Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia), AML (Acute Myelogenous Leukemia) and CML 

(Chronic Myelogenous Leukemia) [56]. 

Leukemia data set holds 47 Samples, 2000 features and 2 Classes which is described in table 3.1 

[53].  
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3.1.4 Brain Tumor 
 

A brain tumor is a group of irregular brain cells or mass. Your skull is very rigid, and it encloses 

your brain. Any growth within such a confined space can cause problems. There may be 

cancerous ( malignant) or noncancerous (benign) brain tumors. As benign or malignant tumors 

develop, they may increase the pressure inside the skull [57]. 

Brain tumors are classified as either primary or secondary. Your brain originates from a primary 

brain tumor. Many main tumors within the brain are benign. Secondary brain tumors also called 

a metastatic brain tumor, occurs when cancer cells from another organ, such as your lung or 

breast, spread to your brain. 

As per table 3.1, Brain tumor holds 50 Samples 10367 Features and 4 Classes [53].  

 

3.1.5 Cell Lymphomas 
 

The lymph system is a network of lymph nodes and vessels that pass around the body with 

lymph fluid. Lymph fluids contain white blood cells which fight infection. The lymph nodes act 

as philters to capture and destroy bacteria and viruses to prevent the spread of infection. 

Although the lymph system generally covers your body, lymph cells called lymphocytes may get 

cancerous [58].  

Lymphomas are names for cancers occurring in the lymph system. Doctors categorize more than 

70 types of cancer as lymphomas. Lymphomas can affect any part of the lymph system, 

including bone marrow, thymus, tonsils, lymph nodes. 

Cell lymphomas hold 77 Samples, 5470 Features and 2 Classes [53].  

3.2 Feature selection methods 

Feature Selection is one of the essential approaches to Machine Learning. As the name suggests 

"feature selection" It is the selection of important features from the data set which involves the 

selection of essential attributes which can be used by the classifier for predicting values in an 

efficient manner.  
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Why is Feature Selection important? Feature Selection is a technique which removes irrelevant 

features from the data having irrelevant features in a data set decreases the performance of the 

model and also it makes model dependent (learn based on) irrelevant features. So to overcome 

these difficulties, we select relevant features that can make the models prediction in an efficient 

manner. Here we have used Bayesian Networks which performs feature selection which is 

described in Section 3.2.1. 

 

3.2.1 The Bayesian networks  

The Bayesian network, a machine learning method, predicts and describes classification based on 

the Bayes theorem. A Bayesian network is also called as a mechanism which automatically 

applying Bayes' theorem to complex problems. Bayes' theorem is named after Thomas Bayes, 

who applied conditional probability to provide an algorithm that uses evidence to calculate limits 

on an unknown parameter. Bayesian networks are a popular method in modelling uncertain and 

complex problems because of its interpretability which is more often useful than plain prediction. 

It is primarily used for reasoning in uncertainty, and its representation rigorously describes 

probabilistic relationships among variables of interest. A Bayesian network is a graphical tool, 

precisely a type of probabilistic graphical model (PGM) that is compactly a joint distribution of 

probabilities over a set of random variables [36].  

The Bayesian network utilizes a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), in which each edge corresponds 

to a conditional dependency, and so every node corresponds to a specific random variable. 

Bayesian network by using DAG, do model conditional dependence, and consequently causation 

by presenting edge-conditional dependence.  

In a Bayesian network B=<V, G, J>, Random variables {X1, ..., Xp} of a set V are represented as 

nodes of a directed acyclic graph G in a Bayesian network B=<V, G, J >. In G, node edges 

represent the direct dependencies between certain variables whether G's structure expresses 

conditional independence within V variables.  
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3.2.2 Markov Blanket 

The Markov condition also referred to as the Markov assumption, is an assumption made in 

Bayesian probability theory that, given its parents, any node in a Bayesian network is 

conditionally independent of its non-descendent [24]. So the corresponding joint probability 

distribution (JPD) J can, therefore, be expressed by equation (A), where Pa(Xi) denotes Xi's set 

of parents in G as:  

 ( 1, …, ) = Π (  | (  ))  where  =1                                   (A) 

Explaining the Conditional independence:  

Conditional independence can be seen if the occurrence of an event is independent to another 

event, vice versa, under a set of conditions [24].  

This can be explained as any given three random variables say, X, Y and Z that "if the 

probability distribution of one variable (X) conditional on other two (Y, Z) is equal to the 

probability distribution of that variable conditional on third, then that variable is conditionally 

independent of Y given Z. 

  ( | , ) = ( | ) ⇔    |     (B) 

Where X, Y and Z are given three random variables. 

In the field of machine learning, feature selection algorithms are particularly relevant to analyze 

GWAS data. A solution to tackle the feature selection problem is to determine a subset of 

variables that can lead to a variable of interest being independent of the effect of all other 

remaining variables. In a Bayesian network context, such a variable subset is called a Markov 

blanket.  

Markov Blanket, a term used by Perl, is a key concept in the Bayesian Network. From a graphic-

theory point of view, the Markov Blanket of any node in the Bayesian Network consists of the 

node's parents, children, and spouses and Collectively, given the MB of the target node,  

all other nodes are independent of the target node. The all variables not included in MB(T) are 

probabilistically independent of the variable T conditional on the Markov blanket of T or The 

Markov blanket of the target variable T, MB(T), is a minimal set of variables that can render T 

independent of any other variable not belonging to MB(T). So the equation is  
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∀  ∈ \ ( ),    | ( )                                                    (C) 

In equation (C), V represents the whole set of variables represented in the Bayesian network, i.e. 

all SNPs associated in the GWAS context. As mentioned earlier, the Markov Cover is a 

subnetwork of the Bayesian network structure, the Markov Cover of variable X is a set of its 

parents, children, and co-parents. The Markov blanket of T is theoretically the optimal set of 

variables to predict the value of T predicted by [26] so, any variable not included in the Markov 

blanket T can be ignored without much affecting the performance of the learned predictor. 

In the case of a genotype-phenotype association problem, the Markov blanket should intuitively 

be understood as the most parsimonious set of SNPs that predict the case-control status of an 

individual based on their genotype. The learning stage of the Markov blanket is completed if 

there is no more predictive information brought by any SNPs about that individual's case. The 

simple algorithm applied to epistasis detection because variables outside MB(T) satisfy equation 

(C), in attempts to pinpoint the candidate SNP most associated with the phenotype, conditional 

on the current MB(T). This candidate is added to MB(T) if the conditional dependence is 

statistically significant, given some type I error threshold, and this process repeated until MB(T) 

gets modified. There are several algorithms made to learn an optimal Markov blanket efficiently. 

Moreover, where heuristics are used to approximate the Markov blanket closely. Some of those 

pioneer algorithms are IAMB ([34]), and its latest version, inter-IAMB [34] and Fast-IAMB 

[35]. The limitations of IAMB on data efficiency front were solved with MMPC/MB (Max-Min 

Parents and Children/Markov Blanket) [26], [27] and HITON-PC/MB [38]. The DASSO-MB are 

among the few algorithms, which developed to deal with identification of disease susceptibility 

SNP associations with a Markov blanket approach. The common thing among those algorithms 

is that all of them start from an empty Markov blanket and are based on two main stages. In a 

first stage, candidate variables are added to the Markov blanket and heuristics used to add the 

variables and in the second stage of these algorithms is a direct application of equation (C), 

which lead to removing false positives that were, earlier included in the Markov blanket in the 

first stage. 

In a GWAS context, the heuristic used in DASSOMB consists in iteratively including the SNP 

that shows the strongest statistical dependence with the phenotype conditional on the SNPs 

already present in the Markov blanket (provided the association is significant). However, since 
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the first iteration of DASSO-MB performs a test conditional on an empty Markov blanket, this 

first iteration indeed includes the SNP that shows the most significant marginal effect. Moreover, 

the conditional independence tests in the remaining iterations will heavily rely on this first 

marginal effect-dependent inclusion. This general drawback is common to all methods cited 

above. 

In this work, a method of classifying cancers to specific diagnostic categories is developed. This 

method is based on their gene expression using enhanced Markov Blanket Algorithm, known as 

Stochastic Multiple Markov Blanket algorithm (SMMB) and developed by Clément Neil et al. 

[29]. The use of Stochastic Multiple Markov Blanket algorithm (SMMB) for feature selection in 

this research is to increase the prediction accuracy on cancer microarray datasets. The five cancer 

microarray datasets, Cell Lymphomas, Prostate, Leukemia, Brain Tumor, and Colon Cancer has 

been used for it. There are different classifiers used in this research [37]. Classification methods 

are the heart of machine learning [40]. In this study, the commonly used classification methods 

are K - nearest neighbor (KNN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), naïve Bayes (NB) and the 

ensemble has been involved. Generally, there are two steps involved in data classification, i.e. 

learning and classification steps,   

3.2.3 Stochastic Multiple Markov Blanket algorithm  

To explain the procedure adopted for this work in detail, we are explaining the Stochastic 

Multiple Markov Blanket algorithm in; first, this Stochastic Multiple Markov Blanket algorithm 

explanation is based on Clément Neil et al. 's work on Stochastic Multiple Markov Blanket 

algorithm (SMMB) on epistasis detection in GWAS. This explanation is followed by statistic, 

the fundamental measure ruling all decisions of this algorithm, used for conditional 

independence tests. Finally, there is a demonstration and explanation of the excellence of SMMB 

using given data [29].  

The Stochastic Multiple Markov Blanket algorithm's foundations are inspired by ensemble 

methods, e.g. random forests.   Where the Stochastic Multiple Markov Blanket algorithm is to 

learn multiple suboptimal Markov blankets to obtain a Markov blanket consensus with high 

predictive performance.  There is an established hypothesis that combining multiple models 

together can often produce a much more powerful model. Similarly, in the Ensemble method, the 

multiple weak learners are trained to solve the same problem and combined to get better results. 
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It usually produces more accurate solutions than a single model would. The Random forest is a 

supervised ensemble learning algorithm that is used for classifications [41]. This algorithm 

creates decision trees on data samples and then gets the prediction from each tree and selects the 

best by voting [42].  Those practices can be seen in SMMB algorithm.  

The SMMB algorithm is performed in two different stages or two routines, as illustrated in 

algorithm 1 and 2.  It can be seen in algorithm first, and In each iteration of the top-level routine, 

a Markov blanket is learned from K SNPs sampled from the complete dataset, where K is a user-

specified parameter.  Where the total number of SNPs in the dataset is represented by P, the 

parameter K is set-top. This value came by default and inspired by sampling parameters in 

Breiman's random forests [41].   

In second, The MB is initialized as an empty set, and a sampling is performed to obtain k SNPs 

out of the K SNPs previously drawn. To learn a Markov blanket MB, the proposed stochastic 

algorithm keenly considers the potential interaction between SNPs.  The conditional association 

with the phenotype is then assessed for each of the possible combinations within the set of k 

SNPs.  

To check the combination s', a candidate to inclusion in MB, function "assoc_score" runs some 

conditional tests in series. Those conditional tests of independence run with given data. Those 

conditional tests for each combination s', function assoc_score analyzes the dependence between 

each variable X ins' and the phenotype, conditional on MB ∪ (s' \ {X}). The variables of 

combination s' are tested for dependence with the phenotype, conditional on the current MB.  

The combination s' is considered as a group, and ifs' is added to MB, the conditioning set in 

assoc_score will become MB updated with s'.  

The conditional G test is the statistical conditional independence test used in SMMB, where 

support for conditional independence is provided based on the Chi-Squared distribution and 

under statistical independence (H0). If the statistical independence (H0) is rejected at type, I 

error threshold α, the subset s that maximizes the conditional association get included in MB. If s 

got included in MB and to, to discard false positives, a backward phase performed over MB. For 

each variable X and as long as there is conditional dependence between X and T, the backward 

phase successively considers subsets of MB \ {X}. 
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 These Forward and backward steps get continued till the non-empty Markov blanket remains 

unchanged, or a maximal number of iterations is reached even the Markov blanket is still empty. 

The user-defined parameter, maximal number of iterations, m is used when the sampling of the 

set S of k variables (drawn from X*) may not allow identifying a candidate subset s of S that can 

effectively be added to the MB.  For ease SMMB, whenever the MB stays empty, new draws 

from X* are iterated up to m' draws and will be added to the list of Markov blankets (MBs) If, 

the resulting Markov blanket is no longer empty.  It goes until "r" Markov blankets are built or a 

maximal number of iterations, t, is reached. This number is considered as a parameter of the 

method. The motivation for parameter t is the following: owing to the sampling process, it might 

happen that SNPs irrelevant for cancer detection (with regards to the phenotype of interest) be 

drawn at a given iteration,  In this case, the resulting Markov blanket will be empty. As many 

SNP samples may lead to empty Markov blankets, a maximum number of iterations t must be 

set. Once the maximum r Markov Blankets reached, a consensus operation which consists in 

performing a union operation overall Markov blankets, followed by a backward phase on the 

resulting set of SNPs is performed over all learned Markov blankets. In this function, build 

Consensus, correction for multiple testing, which relies on adaptive permutations [43] is 

performed. 

The conditional independence test is performed during the forward and backward phases of the 

Markov blanket learning approach.  It gives statistical input for inclusions or removals of SNPs. 

The conditional G-test (further defined) is used by function significant independence in the 

backward phases of function learn MB and of function build Consensus. 

The G-test uses as the test statistic the logarithm of the ratio of two probabilities related to 

conditional independence (H0) and alternative hypotheses.  

                                = 2 Σ =1  ,  ≠0      ( / )                                   (D) 

where then is the number of cells in the computed contingency table, Oi is the observed count in 

the ith cell of the contingency table and  

Ei is the expected count in the corresponding cell. The expected counts are calculated to find the 

value of the conditioning set. Like to find whether an SNP, S1, is independent of the phenotype 
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conditional on set S2 the expected count of a contingency cell it can be calculated using the 

equation:   

 = .   .   / ..  

Where a value k is fixed for conditioning, set S2 with I the value for SNP s1, and j the value for 

the phenotype. 

 

Algorithm 1 Stochastic Multiple Markov blanket SMMB (r, t, X, T, K, k, m, a): 

consensus_MB [29]. 

INPUT:  

r, maximal number of Markov blankets (IMBs|) output by the algorithm 

 t, maximal member of iterations at the top level,  

X, observed data for genotypes, data matrix of dimension n*p, with:  

n, the number of individuals, and 

 p, the number of variables  

T, observed data for phenotype (vector of dimension n) 

K, total number of variables sampled from X to learn a Markov blanket (top-level)  

k, number of variables sampled from K variables (inner level), k < K  

m, maximal number of resamplings (of k variables) as long as the Markov blanket remains 
empty 

α, type I error threshold 

OUTPUT:  

consensus_MB, a consensus from all learned Markov blankets MBs, |MBs|) ≤ r  

1: MBs←  

2: i←0  

3: while (|MBs|≤ r and i ≤ t)   

4:      X*← sampling_without_replacement(K,X)  

5:  MB*← learnMB(X*,T,k.m,α) 

 6:  if not empty(MB*) then add(MBs, MB*) end if  

7:  incr(i)  

8: end while  
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9: consensus_MB ←build consensus(MBs, α) 

10: return consensus_MB 

 

Algorithm 2 learn MB(X*,T,k,m,α): MB [29] 

OUTPUT: 

 MB, a Markov blanket, possibly empty 

1: MB / * initialization of candidate markov blanket*/ 

2: i  0 

3: repeat 

4:   S sampling_without_replacement(k,X*)                 /*Forward step*/ 

5:  S
'

{ _ ( ', , )}arg max
s

assoc score s T MB  

6:       if not significant_indep
|

MB

(s,T,MB, α) then 

7:  MB MB s 

  /*Backward step*/ 

8:   for each XMB 

9:        for each SMB\{X}, S   

10:               if (significant_independence(X,T,S, α) then MBMB\{X};        

                                              break end if 

11:                 end for 

12:            end for 

13:         end if  

14:         incr(i) 

15: until ((not empty(MB)) and (MB does not change)) or (empty(MB) and i=m) 

16: return MB 

 

3.3 Classification Methods 

 

Classification is a supervised machine learning method. In the classification method, the 

algorithm learns from the data which provided as an input to it and later used those learnings to 

classify new observation. In machine learning, there are many classification techniques which 

are proposed by the various research as per their finding and for better accuracy for data mining 
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etc. [44]. The different classifiers used in this research are K-nearest neighbour (KNN), Support 

Vector Machine (SVM), and Naïve Bayes (NB), on cancer microarray datasets. There is a brief 

introduction of those classifiers are given below.  

3.3.1 SVM (Support vector machine) 
 

A support-vector network is a learning machine, and a supervised machine learning algorithm is 

for two-group classification problems which can be used for both classification or numeric 

prediction [44]. It is based on an idea where input vectors are non-linearly mapped to a very 

high-dimension feature space. In this feature space, a linear decision surface is constructed. That 

decision surface confirms the high generalization ability of the learning machine. The idea 

behind the support-vector network was previously implemented for the restricted case where the 

training data can be separated without errors.  

 Support vector machine can be explained with the help of co-ordinates of individual 

observation, and it is mostly used in classification problems. The SVM classifier is a frontier 

which best segregates the two classes (hyper-plane/ line) [46]. 

In this algorithm, each data item used to plot as a point in n-dimensional space. Here the number 

of features represented by n. Those point in plot carries the value of feature as the value of a 

coordinate. The classification performed by finding the hyper-plane that differentiates the two 

classes. This hyper-plane also is known as optimal separating hyperplane. It finds this 

hyperplane using support vectors and margins defined by the support vectors.  
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Figure 3.1 Support Vector Machine [46] 

The SVM develops a twin classifier, i.e. positive class and negative class and assigns the values 

+1, -1 respectively. Data feeding, into respective classes is based on their features.  

 

 

Figure 3.2 Showing the class division using SVM [46] 

The dotted lines show the separation of points from the two classes with a small margin in left 

figure (left) and a large margin in the right Figure 3.2 (b). if it passes closer through a certain 

point mean it happens because it contains noise and the solution will not be precise. The main 

aim is to find the line far from all the points. 

 The SVM method is based on finding the hyperplane correctly or decision boundary between 

two classes "buys computer=yes" class and "buys computer=no" class.  

A separating hyperplane [47], [91] can be defined as · +  = 0  

Here W is a weight vector and b is a scalar and a bias. 
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Applying two attributes Class 1 and Class 2, (e.g., X(x1, x2)), where x1 and x2 are the training 

tuples. 

Thus, any points on top of the separating hyperplane belong to Class 1: · +  > 0 and any 

points below the separating hyperplane belong to Class 2: · +  < 0  

3.3.2 KNN (K- Nearest neighbor) 

K nearest neighbors is a classification and one of the most used learning algorithms. KNN has 

been used in statistical estimation and pattern recognition already at the beginning of the 1970s 

as a non-parametric technique. It tends to gather available cases and classifies new cases based 

on a similarity measure (e.g., distance functions) of those cases. That classification is done by a 

majority vote of its neighbors [59]. It does not consider that how data is scattered, however, the 

case is classified by a majority vote of its neighbors, once the case is assigned to the class and 

most common amongst its K nearest neighbors measured by a distance function. The optimal 

value for K is Chosen by inspecting the data first. If K = 1, then the case is simply assigned to 

the class of its nearest neighbor. 

Figure 3.3 Illustration of how KNN makes classification about new sample [59] 

There is no guarantee, but a large K value is more precise as it reduces the overall noise. The 

Cross-validation is also being used for a good K value by using an independent dataset to 

validate the K value. To determine which of the K instances in the training dataset are most like 

a new input, a distance measure is used. Four most common distance functions are Euclidean 

[60], Manhattan Distance [62], Minkowski Distance [62] and Hamming distance [62]. The first 

three measures are only valid for continuous variables whereas for categorical variables, 
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Hamming distance must be used.  For real-valued input variables, the most popular distance 

measure is Euclidean distance. In most cases, the optimal K is found between 3-10. 
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3.3.3 Ensemble modelling (EM)  

Ensemble modelling (EM) is a process where multiple diverse models gathered or are created to 

predict an outcome. The EM use many different modelling algorithms or use different training 

data sets, then aggregates the prediction of each base model and output in once final prediction 

for the new data. Most data mining solutions utilize ensemble modelling techniques. The 

ensemble models are essential and useful to reduce the generalization error of the prediction, 

especially when the base models are diverse and independent. The approach seeks the 

Collective Wisdom from each and the majority models in making a prediction. Though it has 

many base models within the model, it operates as a single model [23].  

The random forest model is a typical example of ensemble modelling [41]. In the random forest 

model as suggested by its name, as its name means, is made up of many numbers of individual 

decision trees that act as an ensemble and develop a type of analytical model that's designed to 

predict outcomes based on different variables and rules. It blends individual decision trees that 

X Y Distance 

Male Male 0 

Male Female 1 
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may analyze different given data, factors, or weight common variables differently. In the random 

forest, each tree results out a class prediction and calculated by averaging over all predictions 

from these sampled trees or by majority vote becomes model's prediction (see figure below). The 

"Bootstrap aggregation" or Bagging and Boosting are mainly used for combining the outputs of 

multiple decision trees into a random forest. 
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Figure 3.4 Voting in classification [41] 

Figure 3.5 Random forest made of several decision trees to make a prediction [41]. 
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3.3.4 BN (Bayesian Network)  

A classifier which assumes strong (naive) independence assumptions based on Bayes' Theorem 

is known as Bayesian Network Classifier. The Bayesian network, a machine learning method, 

predicts and describes classification based on the Bayes theorem [48], [11], [12]. A Bayesian 

network is also known as a mechanism which automatically applying Bayes' theorem to complex 

problems. The detail is given in chapter 2. 

The classification algorithm builds the classifier by analyzing a given training dataset consisting 

of samples with corresponding class labels is known as the training or learning step, wherein the 

Classification step, the built-in model is used to determine the class label.  In this study, we deal 

with a classification problem, and that majorly focuses on, once the most predictive and 

informative genes are selected using our proposed SMMB algorithm to get more accurate 

prediction results—the algorithms implemented in R-Studio. 

 

3.3.5 Naive Bayes 

Naive Bayes classifiers are a collection of classification algorithms based on Bayes' Theorem. It 

is a powerful tool for decision and reasoning under uncertainty [49]. This classification technique 

works with an assumption of independence between predictors. It assumes that the presence of a 

feature in a class is independent of other features. The Naive Bayes algorithm first creates a 

frequency table, which is like prior probability, of all classes and then creates a likelihood table 

and calculates the posterior probability [50]. Naive Bayes is based on Bayes' Theorem. The 

Naive Bayes lets us check the probability of an event if we have prior knowledge of any event 

related to that event. The basic representation of the Bayes' theorem [50]: 

( | ) ( )
( | )

( )

P B A P A
P A B

P B
          (1) 

where P(A|B) is the conditional probability or the posterior probability that event A occurs, given 

that B has occurred. The P(A) and P(B) are the probability of A and B independent of each other 

and P(B|A) represents the conditional probability that event B occurs, given that A has occurred. 

It can also be written as 

prior likelihood
posterio r

evidence
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                                  (2) 

Where P(A|B) is the posterior probability, P(A) is the prior probability of the response variable, 

The probability of training data or the evidence P(B) and  P(B|A) is the likelihood of the training 

data. 

The complexity of the naive Bayes classifier reduced, to make it more practical, by creating an 

assumption of conditional independence on the training dataset.  Those assumptions say that, 

given random variables X, Y and Z, X is conditionally independent of Y given Z, if and only if 

the probability distribution governing X is independent of the value of Y given Z. This 

assumption is called class conditional independence. Based on this assumption, it can be said that 

the priori and evidence are now independent of the response variable, these can be removed from 

the equation and the maximizing the posteriori is reduced to maximizing the likelihood problem. 

Now posterior probability [51] can be calculated as  

 1...
1

( | ) ( | )
n

n i
i

P X X Y P X Y


                                      (3) 

Example: 

In this example, we have four inputs (predictors). The final posterior probabilities can be 

standardized between 0 and 1. 

Outlook Temp Humidity Windy Play 
Rainy Cool High True ? 
 

( | ) ( | ) ( | ) ( | ) ( | ) ( )P Yes X P Rainy Yes P Cool Yes P High Yes P True Yes P Yes      

( | ) 1 / 9*4 / 9*4 / 9*4 / 9*9 /14 0.00627P Yes X    

( | ) ( | ) ( | ) ( | ) ( | ) ( )P No X P Rainy No P Cool No P High No P True No P No      

( | ) 2 / 5*2 / 5*3 / 5*4 / 5*5 /14 0.0274P No X    

3.3.6 Cross-Validation 
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A cross-validation is a tool used to test the model of machine learning on results. Typically, this 

method is used when the number of samples is lower. The cross-validation technique often used 

to compare and pick a model for a given modelling problem in machine learning because it is 

relatively easy to implement and convenient to know. 

Cross-validation is a systematic method of continuous holdout efficiency that enhances it 

effectively by reducing estimate variance. We take an array of instruction, and we create a 

classifier. So, we measure the classifier 's performance, and there is some degree of variation in 

that evaluation since it is all below the statistics. 

Cross-validation is a technique able to reduce the possibility of overfitting. A classifier's 

accuracy refers to the classifier's ability to predict the classmark for new data correctly. There are 

different ways to determine the model's predictive precision. The holdout approach is the most 

widely used technique. The given dataset is divided randomly into two independent sets in this 

method: a training set, and a test set.  

The training set is used to generate a model, and a test set is used to estimate accuracy. K-fold 

cross-validation is another method used to assess predictive accuracy. Typically, this method is 

used when the number of samples is lower. In k-fold cross-validation, the initial data are 

partitioned randomly into D1, D2 · · · · Dk, mutually exclusive subsets k. Each roughly the same 

scale. The sample data set for this process is subdivided into k number of smaller sets. A part of 

this sample is used by the k-fold technique to create the model and another part of the sample for 

testing. For every k-fold, this method uses the following steps. The data given is subdivided into 

subsets of k number. A model for one such data sub-set is being prepared and evaluated, say k-

10 subset.  

The same for the other subsets are corroborated after positive testing of the model. All functions 

of the model viz., accuracy, run time, etc. are tested in this stage. The method of estimating the 

cross-validation output is performed by subjecting the model to all remaining subsets.  

10-fold Cross-validation has been used in both studies. The output level is reported individually 

for each of the subsets, and then the average of the results is estimated to get a prediction. 
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Chapter 4 

Results and Discussion 
 

4.1 Training and Testing Ratio 

10-fold Cross-validation has been used in both studies. The models were trained using training to 

test ratio of 60:40, 70:30, 90:10 as this ratio was found to provide the best predictive accuracy of 

the test results which gives fairly reliable results when there is a large number of data. While 

using 90:10 training to testing ratio of Brain Tumor dataset and Prostate cancer dataset it seems 

to have a great result using the KNN, SVM and Naïve Bayes, Bayesian network and Ensemble 

modelling classifiers. Moreover, Colon cancer and Leukemia dataset using the training to testing 

ratio of 70:30 model ends up with considerable results using the KNN, SVM and Naïve Bayes, 

Bayesian network and Ensemble modelling. In addition, the model used training to testing ratio 

of 60:40 of Cell lymphomas dataset using the five classifiers has the capacity to produce reliable 

outcomes rather than any other ratio. 

 

4.2 Evaluation Matrices 

To build a model with excellent generalization performance, one must split data sensibly, which 

is crucial for model validation. It is an integral part of building a supervised model. The data we 

are using is split into training data and test data.  We have the test dataset to test our model's 

prediction on this subset. We employed 4 (four) different training, and testing ratio and the 

performance of this process is tested by using performance metrics, i.e. sensitivity, specificity, 

and accuracy.  There are many terms that have been used to define and describe the sensitivity, 

specificity and accuracy, i.e. True positive (TP), False positive (FP) True negative and False-

negative [52].  

True positive (TP) = a test result which correctly indicates that a particular attribute is present. 

False-positive (FP) = a test result which wrongly indicates that a particular attribute is present. 

True negative (TN) = a test result which correctly indicates that a particular attribute is absent. 

False-negative (FN) = the test result which wrongly indicates that a particular attribute is absent. 
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Both the false positive and false negative indicate that the test results are opposite to the actual 

condition. 

Sensitivity is also known as the "true positive" rate. It calculates the proportion of actual 

positives that are correctly identified as such. Generally, it is calculated as  

Sensitivity=TP / TP+FN  

Specificity is also known as true negative rates. It calculates the proportion of actual negatives 

that are correctly identified as such. Generally, it is calculated as  

Specificity=TN/ TN+FP 

Accuracy: The accuracy of a test is its ability to calculate the proportion of true positive, and 

true negative in all evaluated cases. Generally, it is calculated as 

Accuracy=TP+TN / TP+TN+FP+FN  

 

4.3 Results and Performance Analysis 
 

Table 4.1 describes the performance of various data set in terms of Average Selected genes, 

running time and Average test error as discussed earlier we have utilized 5 data sets and 

examined Stochastic Markov blanket Algorithm and Hilton Algorithm [53]. 

 

Table 4.1 Result for feature selection using Stochastic Markov blanket with Hiton 

Feature selection Method  Stochastic 
Markov blanket 

Hiton 

Prostate cancer data set 
Average -selected genes 15.05 12.05 

Running Time  4.339613  4.539613 

Average test error  6.35%  11% 

Leukemia cancer Data set
Average -selected genes 20.5  20.5 

Running Time  29.13162  26.33163 

Average test error  2.81%  6.81% 

Cell Lymphomas cancer data set 
Average -selected genes 15.34  7.34 

Running Time  5.324791  7.634572 
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Average test error  6.74%  8% 

Brain Tumor cancer data set 
Average -selected genes 17.38  10.38 

Running Time  7.775103  8.887203 

Average test error  7.98%  9.98% 

Colon cancer data set
Average -selected genes 21  N/A 

Running Time  29.20955  N/A 

Average test error  11.97%  N/A 

 

Average Selected Genes: Average Selected genes is an overall average of a selection of various 

genes from the data set  

Running time: Running time is a measure of the time taken for an average input of genes  

Average Test error: Test error is an average value which indicates the points used in training data 

which are also in test data (Train samples and test samples should be completely different from 

each other)  

 

Table 4.2 Prediction Accuracy for Stochastic Markov blanket datasets/classifier. 

Classifiers SVM KNN EM BN NB 
Training to Testing Ratio 90:10 

Brain Tumor 92.5 100 100 95.17 92 
Training to Testing Ratio 60:40 

Cell lymphomas 96.77 93.55 96.77 96.77 96.77 
Training to Testing Ratio 70:30 

Colon cancer 84.21 84.21 78.95 92.86 78.95 
Training to Testing Ratio 70:30 

Leukemia 93.33 100 96.73 92.64 94.36 
Training to Testing Ratio 90:10 

Prostate 82.73 92.33 81.82 90.91 82.73 
 

As mentioned earlier in this section about the term ‘Accuracy’ Table 4.2 describes the Accuracy 

of the various classifier on various data set. The table indicates the best Accuracy with the 

following Ratio. For Brain Tumor data set KNN and EM gives a maximal performance of 100% 

in the training testing ratio of 90:10. The best-suited ratio for Cell lymphomas is 60:40 in which 

SVM, EM, BN and NB gives a similar best accuracy of 96.77%. As seen in Colon Cancer and 

Leukemia, the ratio is similar for the best accuracies in which SVM gives better accuracy in 
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Colon cancer. In contrast, in Leukemia KNN gives the overall accuracy of 100%. At last, the 

prostate cancer holds the training testing ratio of 90:10 in which the performance of KNN is best 

among all the classifiers.  

Table 4.3 Prediction Sensitivity for Stochastic Markov blanket datasets/classifier 

Classifiers  SVM  KNN  EM  BN  NB 

Training to Testing Ratio 90:10 

Brain Tumor  95  100  100  93.33  84 

Training to Testing Ratio 60:40 

Cell lymphomas  87.5  87.5  87.5  85.7  85.7 

Training to Testing Ratio 70:30 

Colon cancer  60  60  40  80  60 

Training to Testing Ratio 70:30 

Leukemia  87.43  100  97.16  86.15  92.16 

Training to Testing Ratio 90:10 

Prostate  90  82.66  80  80  90 

 

Table 4.3 describes the performance in terms of sensitivity. Here we can see the brain tumor 

gives the best Sensitivity for Classifiers KNN and EM in the Ratio of 90:10. For Cell 

lymphomas, data set the Sensitivity lies in the range of 85 to 87, which is best in the ratio of 

60:40. Similarly, Colon cancer and Leukemia have the Training and Testing Ratio of 70:30 in 

which BN gives the best sensitivity for Colon Cancer. In contrast, in Leukemia again, KNN 

gives the best Sensitivity of 100. The best sensitivity in Prostate Cancer is given by SVM in the 

ratio of 90:10.  

Table 4.4 Prediction Specificity for Stochastic Markov blanket datasets/classifier 

Classifiers  SVM  KNN  EM  BN  NB 

Training to Testing Ratio 90:10 

Brain Tumor  90  99.5  100  96.75  100 

Training to Testing Ratio 60:40 

Cell lymphomas  100  95.65  100  100  100 

Training to Testing Ratio 70:30 

Colon cancer  92.86  92.46  92.86  92.86  85.71 

Training to Testing Ratio 70:30 

Leukemia  98.43  100  94.49  99.75  96.82 

Training to Testing Ratio 90:10 

Prostate  76.67  100  83.33  100  76.67 
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Similarly, the Specificity with best Training and Testing Ratio is shown in Table 4.4. For Brain 

Tumor, EM and NB give the best Specificity in the ratio of 90:10. For Cell lymphomas SVM, 

EM, BN and NB give the best specificity of 100%  Similar training and testing Ratio for Colon 

cancer and Leukemia is same also we can see that the sensitivity and accuracy do not rise. 

However, the specificity in Colon cancer gives rise in all the classifiers and reaches 92.86% 

while in leukemia the KNN gives the best specificity of 100. In the end, KNN and BN give the 

best Specificity in the ratio of 90:10.  

Table 4.5 Comparison of Prediction accuracy between Stochastics Markov blanket and Hiton 

Classifier Methods 
Brain 
Tumor 

Cell 
lymphomas 

Colon 
Cancer 

Leukemia 
Cancer 

Prostate 
Cancer 

SVM 
Stochastics Markov Blanket  98.32  98.77  100  98.33  99.73 

HITON  97.8  98.5  89  98.81  98.04 

                    

KNN 
Stochastics Markov Blanket  100  93.55  96.73  100  92.33 

HITON  91.36  93.34  90.65  98  97.83 

                    

EM 
Stochastics Markov Blanket  100  96.77  78.95  96.73  81.82 

HITON  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 

                    

BN 
Stochastics Markov Blanket  95.17  97.77  92.86  92.64  90.61 

HITON  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 

                    

NB 
Stochastics Markov Blanket  92  92.7  78.95  94.36  82.73 

HITON  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 

 

The Comparison of two algorithms, Stochastics Markov Blanket and HITON algorithm for five 

classifiers, and all data set is shown in table 4.5. The comparison is made with similar classifiers 

from [53]. As we can see in table 4.4, KNN and SVM give a maximal performance for 
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Stochastics Markov Blanket Algorithm with respect to HITON for all the data sets used in the 

research. 

 

4.4 Discussion 
 

Brain Tumor 

Table 4.6 shows the performance metrics of sensitivity, specificity and accuracy for the 

Stochastics Markov Blanket algorithm with the five classifiers on brain tumor dataset by taking 

different training-to-testing ratios.  

 

Table 4.6 Performance results for Brain Tumor Dataset 

CLASSIFIER 
60:40 70:30 80:20 90:10 

SEN SPEC ACC SEN SPEC ACC SEN SPEC ACC SEN SPEC ACC 

NB 81.25 100 85 75 100 80 87.5 58.33 77.78 95 90 92 

SVM 87.5 75 85 83.33 66.67 80 70.83 76.67 72.78 100 99.5 98.32 

KNN 81.25 100 85 75 100 80 82.5 71.67 78.89 100 100 100 

EM 87.5 50 80 83.33 100 86.67 84.17 60 76.11 93.33 96.75 100 

BN 81.25 100 85 75 100 80 84.17 75 81.11 84 100 95.17 

 

Table 4.6 shows that the best performance is achieved for all classifiers with training-to-testing 

ratio 90:10. KNN gives the best performance in sensitivity, specificity and accuracy. Ensemble 

Method (EM) gives 100% accuracy while SVM gives high performance in all the metrics.   
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Figure 4.1 Accuracy of Brain Tumor 

Figure 4.1 describes the comparison of Stochastics Markov Blanket Algorithm and HITON 

Algorithm for brain tumor data set where it clearly describes the best accuracy of both the 

classifiers SVM and KNN with Stochastics Markov Blanket algorithm is higher than with 

HITON algorithm. 

 

Cell lymphomas 

Table 4.7 shows the performance metrics of sensitivity, specificity and accuracy for the 

Stochastics Markov Blanket algorithm with the five classifiers on cell lymphomas dataset by 

taking different training-to-testing ratios.  

Table 4.7 Performance results for Cell lymphomas Dataset 

CLASSIFIER 60:40 70:30 80:20 90:10 

SEN SPEC ACC SEN SPEC ACC SEN SPEC ACC SEN SPEC ACC 

NB 87.5 100 92.7 85.71 100 95.83 81.88 60 74.58 89.38 56.25 78.33 

SVM 87.5 95.65 98.77 85.71 94.12 91.67 72.5 70 71.67 78.75 61.25 72.92 

KNN 87.5 100 93.55 85.71 100 95.83 83.12 58.75 75 86.25 73.75 82.08 

98.32 97.8
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EM 85.7 100 96.77 71.43 100 91.67 83.75 60 75.83 85.62 55 75.42 

BN 85.7 100 97.77 71.43 100 91.67 86.25 65 79.17 88.12 65 80.42 

 

As shown in Table 4.7, the best performance metrics are achieved for the training-to-testing ratio 

of 60:40. SVM gives the best accuracy of 98.77% followed by Bayesian Network (BN) and 

Ensemble Model (EM). Specificity shows a tremendous performance for all classifiers while the 

specificity by all the classifiers is comparable. The least performance comes in the ratio of 90:10 

as it also depends on the feature selection of samples and its prediction.  

 

 

Figure 4.2 Accuracy of Cell Lymphomas 

 

Figure 4.2 shows a similar comparison for Cell lymphomas where SVM gives the best accuracy 

of 98.77% for Stochastics Markov Blanket while HITON algorithm is quite near to it around 

98.5%. Similarly, KNN gives the accuracy of 93.55% with respect to 93.34 for HITON 

Algorithm. 
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Colon Cancer 

Table 4.8 shows the performance metrics of sensitivity, specificity and accuracy for the 

Stochastics Markov Blanket algorithm with the five classifiers on colon cancer dataset by taking 

different training-to-testing ratios.  

Table 4.8 Performance results for Colon Cancer Dataset 

CLASSIFIER 
60:40 70:30 80:20 90:10 

SEN SPEC ACC SEN SPEC ACC SEN SPEC ACC SEN SPEC ACC 

NB 90 65 81.67 87.43 98.43 78.95 91.25 60 80.83 90 90 90 

SVM 80 70 76.67 100 100 100 72.5 85 76.67 90 77.5 85.83 

KNN 88.75 80 85.83 97.16 94.49 96.73 85 65 78.33 92.5 80 88.33 

EM 86.25 62.5 78.33 86.15 99.75 78.95 83.75 60 75.83 92.5 67.5 84.17 

BN 87.5 80 85 92.16 96.82 92.86 87.5 82.5 85.83 91.25 90 90.83 

 

Table 4.8 shows that the best performance is achieved by taking the training-to-testing ratio of 

70:30. SVM gives a maximal performance in terms of accuracy, sensitivity and specificity while 

the least performance comes in the ratio of 60:40. KNN and Bayesian Network (BN) give the 

next best performance.  
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Figure 4.3 Accuracy of Colon Cancer 

 

Figure 4.3 depicts comparison for Colon Cancer where SVM and KNN give an accuracy of 

100% and 96.73% respectively, with Stochastics Markov Blanket while HITON algorithm gives 

an accuracy of 89% for SVM and an accuracy of 90.65% for KNN. Clearly, Stochastics Markov 

Blanket algorithm gives better performance with SVM and KNN classifiers. 

Leukemia Cancer 

Table 4.9 shows the performance metrics of sensitivity, specificity and accuracy for the 

Stochastics Markov Blanket algorithm with the five classifiers on leukemia cancer dataset by 

taking different training-to-testing ratios.  

Table 4.9 Performance results for Leukemia Cancer Dataset 

CLASSIFIER 
60:40 70:30 80:20 90:10 

SEN SPEC ACC SEN SPEC ACC SEN SPEC ACC SEN SPEC ACC 

NB 44.44 93.75 76 60 92.86 94.36 92.5 10 65 91.25 32.5 71.67 

SVM 44.44 87.5 72 60 92.46 98.33 55 50 53.33 49.38 51.25 50 

KNN 44.44 93.75 76 40 92.86 100 100 0 66.67 84.37 28.75 65.83 
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EM 55.56 93.75 80 80 92.86 96.73 87.5 20 65 93.12 13.75 66.67 

BN 44.44 87.5 72 60 85.71 92.64 80 50 70 80 50 70 

 

Table 4.9 shows the best performance is achieved for the training-to-testing ratio of 70:30. For 

the Leukemia data set KNN gives the best accuracy of 100% followed by SVM and Ensemble 

Model (EM) with an accuracy of 98.33% and 96.73 respectively. The least performance is in the 

ratio of 60:40.  

 

Figure 4.4 Graphical Analysis for Accuracy of Leukemia Cancer Dataset 

 

Figure 4.4 shows the comparison for Leukemia Cancer where SVM and KNN give an accuracy 

of 98.33% and 100% respectively for Stochastics Markov Blanket Algorithm, which improves 

upon the HITON algorithm performance. 

Prostate Cancer 

Table 4.10 shows the performance metrics of sensitivity, specificity and accuracy for the 

Stochastics Markov Blanket algorithm with the five classifiers on prostate cancer dataset by 

taking different training-to-testing ratios.  
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Table 4. 10 Performance results for Prostate Cancer Dataset 

CLASSIFIER 
60:40:00 70:30:00 80:20:00 90:10:00 

SEN SPEC ACC SEN SPEC ACC SEN SPEC ACC SEN SPEC ACC 

NB 76.19 80 78.05 89.38 32.5 70.42 55.56 75 66.67 90 76.67 82.73 

SVM 61.9 95 78.05 81.25 53.75 72.08 66.67 75 71.43 82.66 100 99.73 

KNN 71.43 90 80.49 98.75 2.5 66.67 66.67 83.33 76.19 80 83.33 92.33 

EM 80.95 90 85.37 92.5 35 73.33 55.56 100 80.95 80 100 81.85 

BN 71.43 85 78.05 85 52.5 74.17 55.56 83.33 71.43 90 76.67 90.61 

 

Table 4.10 shows the best performance is achieved for training-to-testing ratio of 90:10. SVM 

and KNN show the best performance. SVM and KNN achieve an accuracy of 99.73% and 

92.33% respectively. Also, the least performance comes in the ratio of 70:30. 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Graphical Analysis for Accuracy of Prostate Cancer Dataset 

Figure 4.5 shows the comparison of Algorithm for prostate cancer, SVM gives a higher accuracy 

of 99.73% for Stochastics Markov Blanket while HITON gives the accuracy of 98.04 but there is 
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a change in a scenario for KNN algorithm where HITON algorithm gives a better accuracy than 

the Stochastics Markov Blanket algorithm. 

 

 

Figure 4.6 Graphical Analysis for Sensitivity 

 

Figure 4.6 describes the Sensitivity graph for each classifier used. The Graph compares the 

performance of sensitivity for all data sets and classifiers. In Brain Tumor dataset using 90:10 

training-to-testing ratio ensemble modelling (EM), KNN, and SVM classifiers gives the 100% 

sensitivity, and Bayesian Network classifier give 84%. Naive Bayes classifier give sensitivity of 

95%. In Cell lymphomas dataset using training-to-testing ratio 60:40 SVM, Naïve Bayes (NB), 

KNN classifiers give 87.5% of specificity and Bayesian Network, Ensemble Model (EM) 

classifier gives 85.7% sensitivity. In colon cancer dataset using 70:30 training-to-testing ratio, 

we get 100% sensitivity in SVM, 97.16% in KNN and 87.43 in Naïve Bayes classifier. In 

leukemia dataset KNN classifier gives 40% least sensitivity using training-to-testing ratio 70:30 

and rest of all classifiers give sensitivity in the range of 60% to 80%, seems to be better 

performance in terms of sensitivity. The best suitable ratio for Prostate Cancer data set is 90:10 

Brain Tumor(90:10) Cell lymphomas(60:40) Colon cancer(70:30) Leukemia(70:30) Prostate(90:10)

SVM 100 87.5 100 60 82.66

KNN 100 87.5 97.16 40 80

EM 93.33 85.7 86.15 80 80

BN 84 85.7 92.16 60 90

NB 95 87.5 87.43 60 90
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in which the sensitivity boosts highest for Bayesian Network and Naïve Bayes which is 90% and 

rest of the classifiers are in the range of 80-90%.  

 

Figure 4.7 Graphical Analysis for Specificity 

 

Figure 4.7 describes the Specificity graph for all classifiers. Also, it indicates the performance of 

various classifiers in terms of specificity for all data sets used in the analysis. In Brain Tumor 

dataset using 90:10 training-to-testing ratio KNN and Bayesian Network classifiers gives the 

100% specificity, on the other hand except SVM classifier all other classifiers as shown in Figure 

4.7 give 100% specificity in cell lymphomas dataset using training-to-testing ratio 60:40. 100% 

specificity is achieved in SVM classifier using 70:30 training-to-testing ratio in colon cancer 

dataset, EM, BN, KNN, NB classifiers give 99.75%, 96.82%, 94.49%, and 98.43% specificity 

respectively in colon cancer dataset. In leukemia dataset KNN, EM classifier gives 92.86% 

specificity and SVM, BN, NB classifiers give specificity between 80-93%. In prostate dataset 

using 90:10 training-to-testing ratio SVM gives better specificity compared to other classifiers as 

shown in Figure 4.7. 

Brain Tumor(90:10) Cell lymphomas(60:40) Colon cancer(70:30) Leukemia(70:30) Prostate(90:10)

SVM 99.5 95.65 100 92.46 100

KNN 100 100 94.49 92.86 83.33

EM 96.75 100 99.75 92.86 100

BN 100 100 96.82 85.71 76.67

NB 90 100 98.43 92.87 76.67
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Comparison of accuracy between Stochastics Markov blanket and HITON  

 

 

Figure 4.8 Graphical Analysis for Accuracy of Stochastics Markov Blanket and Hiton 

 

Figure 4.8 shows the overall Accuracy graph for both the algorithms for all classifiers and all 

data sets. The Comparison is shown in Figure 4.8 for Stochastics Markov Blanket and HITON 

algorithm stating two classifiers SVM and KNN from the previous research work. As per the 
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comparison chart between Stochastics and HITON algorithm for all data sets and for KNN and 

SVM classifier we get better results in terms of accuracy. Though there is a slight difference 

between their results but Stochastics Markov Blanket is shown more accurate than HITON . On 

the same side Stochastics Markov Blanket Algorithm with Ensemble Modeling, Bayesian 

Network and Naïve Bayesian classifiers shows better performance in terms of accuracy 

compared to HITON algorithm. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions and Future Work 
 

 

5.1 Conclusions 

In this study, we discussed different methods of feature (gene) subset selection methods. These 

methods aim to reduce the number of features, especially in high dimensionality datasets. 

Additionally, it improves the classification performance and efficiency of microarray cancer 

datasets. We attempted to identify the importance of a novel algorithm in the feature selection 

field. In this, we introduced a unique stochastic Markov blanket-based framework dedicated to 

the detection of cancer data. We present the Stochastic Multiple Markov Blanket algorithm 

(SMMB), which combines both stochastic ensemble strategy inspired by random forests and 

Bayesian Markov blanket-based methods. In ensemble methods, cross-validation allows us to 

assert whether the training dataset is large enough, to avoid overfitting. The result shows how 

these feature selection methods helped reduce the features in microarray datasets and improved 

classification accuracy performance after using the SMMB method. Its accuracy outperformed 

the HITON algorithm and produced higher classification accuracy with a small number of 

feature subsets for five microarray cancer datasets, which led to the conclusion that the SMMB 

search provides better gene selection for accurately predicting cancer on microarray datasets. 

5.2 Future Work 

We can use multiple Markov blanket feature selection methods such as Hiton Markov Blanket, 

Stochastics Markov Blanket, Simple Markov blanket model using Bayesian Network, Markov 

blanket for casual structure learning. We can apply different classification techniques to different 

datasets and compare with different feature selection method. 
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Appendix 
 

# libararies 

library(caTools) 

library(caret) 

library(caretEnsemble) 

library(e1071) 

library(bnlearn) 

library(MXM) 

library(pROC) 

# working directory, perhaps you need to change this path 

dir = 'C:/Users/User/Desktop/Thesis-Harshil/skype/final_split/split_multiple' 

# set working directory 

setwd(dir) 

# load 5 data sets 

df_brain <-  read.table("./Datasets/BrainTumor/Brain_Tumor2.csv", sep=",", header = TRUE) 

df_cell <-  read.table("./Datasets/Cell Lymphomas/cell lymphomas _DLBCL.csv", sep=",", 

header = TRUE) 
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df_micro <-  read.table("./Datasets/Colon Cancer/csv/micro_array_updated.csv", sep=",", header 

= TRUE) 

df_leukem <-  read.table("./Datasets/Leukemia Cancer/Leukemia12000__two_types.csv", 

sep=",", header = TRUE) 

df_cancer <-  read.table("./Datasets/Prostate Cancer/Prostate_Tumor1.csv", sep=",", header = 

TRUE) 

# separate target and feature vectors 

brain_tar <- df_brain$Class_id 

brain_data <-as.matrix(df_brain[, 2:10368])   

 

cell_tar <- df_cell$class_var 

cell_data <-as.matrix(df_cell[, 2:5470])   

 

micro_tar <- df_micro$class 

micro_data <-as.matrix(df_micro[, 2:2001])  

 

leukem_tar <- df_leukem$class_var 

leukem_data <-as.matrix(df_leukem[, 2:2000])  
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cancer_tar <- as.numeric(df_cancer$No_need)  

cancer_data <-as.matrix(df_cancer[, 3:1503])  

# Markov blanket feature selection 

Markove_blanket <- function(target, dataset){ 

  aa = mmmb(target, dataset, max_k = 3, threshold = 0.1, test = "testIndFisher", user_test = 

NULL, ncores = 2) 

  selected_indexs <- aa$mb 

  new_data <- dataset[, selected_indexs] 

  return(new_data) 

} 

# split train and test data (80% and 20%) 

split_data <- function(target, dataset, sp){ 

  set.seed(123) 

  train_index <- sample(1:nrow(dataset), sp * nrow(dataset)) 

  test_index <- setdiff(1:nrow(dataset), train_index) 

  X_train <- dataset[train_index, ] 

  y_train <- target[train_index] 

   

  X_test <- dataset[test_index, ] 
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  y_test <- target[test_index] 

  result <- list() 

  result$X_train <- X_train 

  result$y_train <- y_train 

  result$X_test <- X_test 

  result$y_test <- y_test 

  return(result) 

} 

SPlist <- c(0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9) 

for (spp in SPlist){ 

  # Apply for all datasets and seperate train and test dasta 

  brain_newData <- Markove_blanket(brain_tar, brain_data) 

  brain_sData <- split_data(brain_tar, brain_newData, spp) 

   

   

  cell_newData <- Markove_blanket(cell_tar, cell_data) 

  cell_sData <- split_data(cell_tar, cell_newData, spp) 
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  micro_newData <- Markove_blanket(micro_tar, micro_data) 

  micro_sData <- split_data(micro_tar, micro_newData, spp) 

   

  leukem_newData <- Markove_blanket(leukem_tar, leukem_data) 

  leukem_sData <- split_data(leukem_tar, leukem_newData, spp) 

   

  cancer_newData <- Markove_blanket(cancer_tar, cancer_data) 

  cancer_sData <- split_data(cancer_tar, cancer_newData, spp) 

  get_predict<- function(pred, testD){ 

    pred_d = c() 

    n_test = c() 

    sp = testD[1] 

    for(v in c(1:length(testD))) 

    { 

      if(testD[v] == sp) 

        n_test[v] = 1 

      else 

        n_test[v] = 0 
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      if(pred[v] == sp) 

        pred_d[v] = 1 

      else 

        pred_d[v] = 0 

       

    } 

    if(length(unique(testD)) == 1){ 

      if(pred_d[1] == n_test[1]) 

        pred_d[1]<- abs(1 - pred_d[1]) 

      n_test[1]<- abs(1 - n_test[1]) 

       

    } 

    result <- list() 

    result$pred_d <- pred_d 

    result$n_test <- n_test 

    return(result) 

  } 

  confMat <- function(cm){ 
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    s <- colSums(cm) 

    sens <- cm[1,1] / s[1] 

    spec <- cm[2,2] / s[2] 

    acc <- (cm[1,1] + cm[2,2]) / sum(s) 

    ret <- c(sens,spec,acc)*100 

    return(ret) 

  }  

  # classifiers 

  ctrl <- trainControl(method="CV",summaryFunction = 

twoClassSummary,number=10,index=idx,indexOut=idxo,classProbs = TRUE,savePredictions = 

TRUE) 

  classifier5 <- function(sData, flag, mstr) 

  { 

    print('NAIVE BAYES CLASSIFIER') 

    model_NB <- naiveBayes(sData$X_train, as.factor(sData$y_train),trControl = ctrl) 

    pred_NB <- predict(model_NB, sData$X_test) 

    pnb_result <- get_predict(pred_NB, sData$y_test) 

    r_NB <-roc(response = pnb_result$n_test, predictor=pnb_result$pred_d) 

    plot(r_NB,legacy.axes = TRUE,col="blue") 
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    auc(r_NB) 

    cm_NB = table(pnb_result$pred_d, pnb_result$n_test) 

     

    par(new=TRUE) 

      print('SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE') 

    model_svm <- svm(sData$X_train, as.factor(sData$y_train), kernel = 'linear', cost = 10, scale 

= FALSE, trControl = ctrl) 

    pred_svm <- predict(model_svm, sData$X_test) 

    pSVM_svm <- get_predict(pred_svm, sData$y_test) 

    r_SVM <-roc(response = pSVM_svm$n_test, predictor=pSVM_svm$pred_d) 

    plot(r_SVM,legacy.axes = TRUE,col="green") 

    auc(r_SVM) 

    cm_svm = table(pSVM_svm$pred_d, pSVM_svm$n_test) 

     

    par(new=TRUE) 

    print('K-NEAREST NEIGHBORs') 

    model_knn <- knn3(sData$X_train, as.factor(sData$y_train)) 

    pred_knn1 <- predict(model_knn, sData$X_test) 

    pred_knn = c() 
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    Lvs = levels(sData$y_test) 

    for(v in c(1:nrow(pred_knn1))) 

    { 

      index <- which.max(pred_knn1[v,]) 

      if(is.null(Lvs)) 

        pred_knn[v] <- index - 1 

      else 

        pred_knn[v] <- Lvs[index] 

    } 

    pknn_knn <- get_predict(pred_knn, sData$y_test, trControl = ctrl) 

    r_knn <-roc(response = pknn_knn$n_test, predictor=pknn_knn$pred_d) 

    plot(r_knn,legacy.axes = TRUE,col="magenta") 

    auc(r_knn) 

    cm_knn = table(pknn_knn$pred_d, pknn_knn$n_test) 

     

    par(new=TRUE) 

    print('ENSEMBLE CLASSIFIER') 

    model_esemble = train(sData$X_train, as.factor(sData$y_train) , 'rf', trControl = 

trainControl(method = 'repeatedcv', number = 5)) 
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    pred_esemble <- predict(model_esemble, sData$X_test) 

    pe_e <- get_predict(pred_esemble, sData$y_test) 

    print(table(pred_esemble, sData$y_test)) 

    r_e <-roc(response = pe_e$n_test, predictor=pe_e$pred_d) 

    plot(r_e,legacy.axes = TRUE,col="red") 

    auc(r_e) 

    cm_e = table(pe_e$pred_d, pe_e$n_test) 

     

    par(new=TRUE) 

    print('BAYESIAN NETWORK ') 

    target<- as.factor(sData$y_train) 

    df <- data.frame(target, sData$X_train * 1.0) 

    res = hc(df) 

    fitted = bn.fit(res, df) 

    target1 <- as.factor(sData$y_test) 

    df_test <-data.frame(target1, sData$X_test * 1.0) 

    pred_bn <- predict(fitted, "target", df_test, method = 'bayes-lw', trControl = ctrl) 

    pbn_bn <- get_predict(pred_bn, sData$y_test) 
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    print(table(df_test[, 'target1'], pred_bn)) 

    r_bn <-roc(response = pbn_bn$n_test, predictor=pbn_bn$pred_d) 

    plot(r_bn,legacy.axes = TRUE,col="black") 

    auc(r_bn) 

    cm_bn = table(pbn_bn$pred_d, pbn_bn$n_test) 

     

    legend("bottomright", 95, legend=c("NB", "SVM","KNN","ENSEMBLE","BN"), 

           col=c("blue","green","magenta","red","black"), lty=1:2, cex=0.8) 

     

    m1 <- confMat(cm_NB) 

    m2 <- confMat(cm_svm) 

    m3 <- confMat(cm_knn) 

    m4 <- confMat(cm_e) 

    m5 <- confMat(cm_bn) 

    Met <- mstr 

    M <- c(Met,round(c(m1,m2,m3,m4,m5),2),"") 

    if(spp == 0.6 && flag == 1){ 

      sink("outfile.txt") 
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      sink() 

    } 

    if(flag == 1) 

    { 

    cat(sprintf(" Results for split %4.2f:%4.2f",spp,1-spp),file="outfile.txt",append=TRUE) 

    cat("\n",file="outfile.txt",append=TRUE) 

    

cat("|****************","*******","*******","*******","*******","*******","*******","

*******","*******","*******","*******","*******","*******", 

        "*******","*******","*******|",file="outfile.txt",sep="|",append=TRUE) 

    cat("\n",file="outfile.txt",append=TRUE) 

    cat("|    features    ","       ","   NB  ","       ","       ","  SVM  ","       ","       ","  KNN  ","       ","       

","   EM  ","       ","       ","   BN  ","       |",file="outfile.txt",sep="|",append=TRUE) 

    cat("\n",file="outfile.txt",append=TRUE) 

    cat("|                ","-------","-------","-------","-------","-------","-------","-------","-------","-------

","-------","-------","-------", 

        "-------","-------","-------|",file="outfile.txt",sep="|",append=TRUE) 

    cat("\n",file="outfile.txt",append=TRUE) 
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    cat("|                ","  Sen  ","  spec ","  Acc  ","  Sen  ","  spec ","  Acc  ","  Sen  ","  spec ","  

Acc  ","  Sen  ","  spec ","  Acc  ","  Sen  ","  spec ","  Acc  

|",file="outfile.txt",sep="|",append=TRUE) 

    cat("\n",file="outfile.txt",append=TRUE) 

    

cat("|________________","_______","_______","_______","_______","_______","_______","

_______","_______","_______","_______","_______","_______", 

        "_______","_______","_______|",file="outfile.txt",sep="|",append=TRUE) 

    cat("\n",file="outfile.txt",append=TRUE) 

    } 

    write(sprintf("%5s",M),file="outfile.txt",sep=" | ",ncolumns=17,append=TRUE) 

     

    # output 

    result <- list() 

    result$pred_NB <- pred_NB 

    result$pred_svm <- pred_svm 

    result$pred_knn <- pred_knn 

    result$pred_esemble <- pred_esemble 

    result$pred_bn <- pred_bn 
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    return(result) 

  } 

   

  # apply classifiers for each data set 

  # brain data 

  classifier5(brain_sData, 1, '|   BrainTumor  ') 

  classifier5(cell_sData, 0, "| Cell Lymphomas") 

  classifier5(micro_sData, 0, "|  Colon Cancer ") 

  classifier5(leukem_sData, 0, "|Leukemia Cancer") 

  classifier5(cancer_sData, 0, "|Prostate Cancer") 

  cat("\n",file="outfile.txt",append=TRUE) 

} 

 
 

 




